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BookMatch librarian recommendations curated for BPL's podcast "Borrowed," Episode 4, Season 2: "Our Garbage, Ourselves."
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Fighting Jim Crow in the County of Kings: the Congress of Racial Equality in Brooklyn
Purnell, Brian, 1978-
323.1196 P

Fear city: New York's fiscal crisis and the rise of austerity politics
Phillips-Fein, Kim, author.
330.9747 P

The edge becomes the center: an oral history of gentrification in the twenty-first century.
307.3416 G

Capital city: gentrification and the real estate state
Stein, Samuel, author.
307.116 S

Vanishing New York: how a great city lost its soul
Moss, Jeremiah, 1971- author.
307.3416 M

Times Square red, Times Square blue
Delany, Samuel R., author.
338.473 D

Love goes to buildings on fire: five years in New York that changed music forever
Hermes, Will.
781.640974 H

The accidental playground: Brooklyn waterfront narratives of the undesigned and unplanned
Campo, Daniel.
307.0974 C
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